Referring to the river descent which I have decided that my daughter/son will undertake at the affiliate FIRAF and FICK
Centro di e Canoa Rafting Monrosa based in Giare di Balmuccia (VC)
I DECLARE THAT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

My daughter/son can swim, I’m not aware of any pathology which could contraindicate the activity that she/he wants to undertake, and
that she/he has not taken any alcohol or drug;
I’ve been previously informed by the organizers about all the risks related to river activities. I am ready to participate on my
own responsibility, declaring that I’ve been instructed about all technical practices and behaviours to respect in any possible emergency,
included the possibility of having to swim in the river also for training purposes;
My daughter/son will pay maximum attention to the briefing which will take place before the beginning of the river activity and that, at
the sole discretion of the instructor, she/he could be considered unfit for boarding in case she/he should not have understood the
technical/behavioural instructions and consequently could be unable to carry them out;
I confirm that my daughter/son has been equipped with the specific security equipment required by both W.R.F. (World Rafting
Federation) and self-regulation rules of F.I.Raft and F.I.C.K. shown at the nautical base;
I’ve been fully informed about the contents of this declaration, that I have read, and I will subscribe by my own free initiative
I exempt F.I.Raft , F.I.C.K., A.S.D. Centro Canoa Rafting Monrosa and its guides from any responsibility or indemnity (except
in case of evident malicious intent or serious fault) for physical or material damages that may take place before, during or after the
descent even if attributable to third parties or other participants;
I entirely accept all the norms of F.I.Raft Statute and Regulations and I will respect them carefully and without any exception
I agree to the treatment of my daughter’s/son’s personal data by A.S.D. Centro Canoa Rafting Monrosa, according to the law article 13
of GDPR and after having read the informative published on the site https://www.monrosarafting.it/it/privacy-cookies.html in the
manner and for the purposes indicated;
I authorize Centro Canoa Rafting Monrosa and its partners to use images or video shooting which concern him/her. I also declare that
no compensation is due to her/him, neither at the present nor in the future, for the use of the afore mentioned photographic and/or shooting
materials by Centro Canoa Rafting Monrosa since they could be used in brochures, Internet site, social media, posters, sticker albums,
calendars (relieving the user by any responsibility from now on);
(just in case of membership) I consent to the treatment of her/his personal data according to the law article 13 of GDPR having read the
informative published on the federal site http://www.federrafting.it/documenti/category/11-modulistica.html, in the manner and for the
purposes indicated at point 1a, strictly connected and instrumental to the management of the membership relationship, which permits their
process to the extent necessary to the achievement of the statutory purposes and to consent also that these data be communicated to F.I.Raft
and to the other entities related with Centro Canoa rafting Monrosa and used by it in the manner necessary to fulfil the obligations required
by law, by the Statutory regulations and by the sports system.

IN ADDITION
□ I ask that my daughter/son be associated to Centro Canoa Rafting Monrosa as a ______________________ member and I
declare that I have checked the Statute and the internal regulations. I accept in full all the norms governing the associative life
of the Sports Center;
□ I ask that my daughter/son be registered to Federazione Italiana Rafting as ___________________________through the
affiliate Centro Canoa Rafting Monrosa membership card nr_________.
To be filled-in by one parent: The undersigned………………………………………………………………………...
Identity card (nr / issuing date)………………………………………………………………………………………...
I subscribe what I have declared at previous points, from 1 to 9, according to the art. 1341and following of C.C. and I authorize
my daughter/son to take part to the above-mentioned river activity organized by Centro Canoa Rafting Monrosa.
Balmuccia (VC) date of activity……………………….

Signature of parent or guardian
In faith………………………………………………

Data of the minor participant: Surname……………………………………… Name…………………………………………..
Email……………………………………………………………Telephone……………………………Birth date……………….
Citizenship……………………………… Place of birth………………………………… Resident in street …………………….
…………………………Town…………………………………………District……………………zip code…………………….

